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INTERNATIONALSPACESTATIONPLATFORMS
FIRST STEP TOWARDROUTINEAPPLICATIONOF SPECIALFEATURES
- GROWTHSTEP FROM MULTI-MISSIONSPACECRAFTEXPERIENCE
EXPANDSTECHNOLOGYIN SEVERALAREAS
- POWER DISTRIBUTION
- THERMALCONTROL
- DATA MANAGEMENT
GROWTH CAPABILITIESSCARRED INCLUDES
- ROBOTICSERVICING
- PLATFORMGROWTH
- ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCEFOR AUTONOMY
PLATFORMCONCEPTSREQUIRED
SUPPORTUNMANNEDSCIENTIFIC RESEARCH& COMMERCIALDEVELOPMENT
MULTIPLEPLATFORMTYPES
- EARTH OBSERVATORIES
- ASTROPHYSICSOBSERVATORIES
- MANUFACTURINGFACILITIES
- LIFE SCIENCELABORATORIES
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0 USER SUPPORT DEMANDSVERY DISTINCT
- RESOURCEREQUIREMENTS
- SPECIALFEATURES
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REQUIREMENT
EXTENSIVE MOUNTINGAREA RONTSOF MULTIPLE
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HEAT 20-40 KILOWATT HEAT DISSIPATION SYSTEMS
FOR PAYLOADS & SUBSYSTEM ELEMENTS
POWER
DATA
GENERATION & DISTRIBUTION OF 20-40 KILOWATTS
TO MULTIPLE USERS AS UTILITY SERVICE
INDIVIDUAL INSTRUMENTS EXCEEDING 300
MEGABITSISECOND WITH PAYLOAD SETS IN
450-500 RANGE
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COMPUTATION ONBOARD DATA REDUCTION TO REDUCE TRANSMISSION
AND GROUND LOADS
POINTING STABLE PRECISION POINTING OF LARGE FLEXIBLE
PAYLOADS & STRUCTURES
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ENVIRONMENT MICRO-GRAVITY FOR MATERIAL PROCESSING AT
10 (-5) TO 10 (-9) G LEVELS
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SPECIAL FEATURES
o
o
SERVICING
- EXTENDEDHISSIONS THROUGHPREVENTATIVE IMINTENANCE & REPAIR
- CHANGE-OUTOF PAYLOADSET EXTENDING PLATFORMUSE OVER HULTIPLE
MISSION LIFES
ROBOTIC SERVICING SUPPORTm
GROgTH
ADAPTIVE SUBSYSTERSAS REQUIREMENTSEXPANDBEYONDBASELINE
HODULARITY
- COHIqONSUBSYSTEHSUPPORTOF DIFFERING HISSIONS TO REDUCEUSER
BEVELOPHENTREQUIREHENTS
AUTONOHOUSOPERATIONS
- REDUCEDGROUNDSUPPORTFOR LIFE CYCLE COSTCONTROL
SPACESTATION PLATFORH
POLARCONFIGURATION
SPACESTATION PLATFORM
SIRIF CONFIGURATION
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